ENTERTAINMENT TENT September 1-3, 2018
Saturday 11:00

SPECIAL EVENT: David Hyde from Well-Sweep Herb Farm
Come explore the exotic world of herbs & spices! Well-Sweep Herb Farm is known for one of the largest
collections of herbs and perennials in the country. Explore unusual fragrances & flavors; experience tasty
basils, exotic jasmines, and unique ethnic varieties. Learn about the lore and history of common and
unusual herbs with growing tips, requirements and the best culinary choices.

Saturday 12:00

Shep & the Coconuts

Sunday 12:00

All-She-Wrote

Shep and his band are from the New Paltz
area, who have been together for nearly
25 years. He has been called the Jimmy
Buffett of the Catskills, playing old Calypso,
Reggae, Beach and Latino as well as Shep’s
newer Country &
Weird Country songs.
To top it off, Shep
claims to know every
song from the early
era of Rock & Roll. They're a fun band come listen!

This folk, acoustic, double
fingerpicking, triple
harmonizing trio features
classic 60’s folksongs
interspersed with original
songs and stories of folk
legends they’ve met along the way. Steve,
Gloria & David are joined by
Larry Packer, renowned
fiddle/ mandolin player with
The Band, Levon Helm, David
Bromberg, and too many others to list!

Saturday 1:30

Sunday 1:30
Bill Robinson’s Wildlife Show

Magician Jim Snack
The renowned magician and master of
sleight-of-hand, Jim Snack brings
everything he needs except an assistant.
That’s where you
come in! Kids in the
audience get to
participate as Jim
brings them up on
stage to pull coins out of thin air and
magically disentangle interconnected
metal rings before their very eyes.

Bill’s specialty
is predatory
birds,
amphibians,
snakes and
sometimes an
added surprise. Imagine a hawk with a
huge wingspan flying over your head as Bill
calls to it from across the tent. Your
children will love being called to the stage
to assist, so get your cameras ready!

Saturday 3:00

Sunday 3:00

Raquel de Souza Band

The Phantoms

Raquel’s music is a blend of country, rock
and pop. Placing 2nd at a singer/songwriter competition inspired her to record
her 1st single
“Run Towards
the Highway”,
which stayed
on the Top 50
Airplay charts
for 10 weeks
straight!
Raquel’s band
includes Matthew Bauer (Drums), Luis
Cruz (Guitar), Aaron Bishop (Bass) and
Catherine Lines (Violin).

An acappella vocal harmony group with
Joe Veillette, Charlie Staxx, Brian Becker,
Dorraine Scofield and Charlie Pistone
based in Woodstock, NY, the Phantoms
have repeatedly been voted Best Dance
Band in the Hudson!

Monday 12:00

Deb Cavanaugh
This show will be geared for kids!
Artist/educator, singer/songwriter, and
registered Music Together teacher, Deb’s
children’s performances
aim to increase
awareness of our
American culture using
traditional instruments,
American folk arts, and
traditional folk songs.
Bring the kids & have
some fun!

Monday 1:30

The Judith
Tulloch Band
performs a blend of
Brazilian, Latin rock,
American standards, and
original music. Singersongwriter Tulloch’s
curvy voice, framed by an evocative band,
dips, soars and swoops as she sings about
unique subjects. Vocals, guitar, percussion,
bass, flutes, and soprano sax drive this
world-pop-fusion with a jazzy edge.

